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Blue Mountains UFO Research Club News.
PLEASE NO SMOKING ON THE PREMISES.
ALSO, NO LARGE BAGS IN THE CINEMA OR THE HOUSE.
PLEASE NOTE. Please contact us prior to bringing along any new friends interested in
UFOlogy and the mysteries generally.
Don’t forget our meetings are usually held on the third Saturday of each month.
Contact Information: Phone: 02 4782 3441, Email: randhgilroy44@bigpond.com [or
catch our website on rexgilroy.com or mysteriousaustralia.com]. Also see us at ‘Rex and
Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club’ on Facebook.

FOR OUR MEETING ON SATURDAY 18TH AUGUST, 2018 at the home of Rex &
Heather Gilroy, 12 Kamillaroi Road, [Corner Ficus Street & Kamillaroi Road – enter via the Ficus Street
entrance] – anyone coming for the first time, use the Ficus Street entrance - there is plenty of parking in
Ficus Street. Our side gate will have our Club sign so you can’t miss us.

PROGRAM for 18th.
Weather permitting there will be a ‘round table’ discussion in the back yard, followed by a UFO
Documentary presentation in the Rex Cinema. We also have newly-acquired documentaries on the
‘ancient astronaut’ theory covering a wide range of subjects for future meetings.
At this meeting we welcome new members to our group.
A report on extensions of the Burragorang Valley space-base will be given with latest UFO sightings
reports and we invite anyone with a UFO experience of their own is welcome to share it with us as
we are all interested to hear.
Weather permitting, a Skywatch will be held out on Narrow Neck Plateau.
As the nights are beginning to get cool don’t forget your winter woollies. Bring your camera,
binoculars or telescope. We always have a great time even if a UFO doesn’t show up!
PLEASE NOTE. Anyone with any personal experiences involving UFOs or the ‘unexplained’ and
willing to share them with us all are invited to do so.
Bring a plate of food to share for afternoon tea.
Look forward to seeing you all, and if you have friends to bring please phone us beforehand.
If you have a suggestion for a guest speaker please let us know.

To assist with the costs involved in producing the
newsletters a donation of at least a $2 gold coin is requested.

f

Catch us on acebook – “Rex and Heather Gilroys Blue Mountains UFO Research Club”, and “Rex and
Heather Gilroys Mysterious Australia”.

~~~~~
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UNDERGROUND BASES – THE GREATEST UFO MYSTERY IN
AUSTRALIAN UFOLOGY.
by Dr [hc] Rex Gilroy PhD
Professor of History
Copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.

T

hat there are underground space research centers established worldwide by the United
States military, including Australia is no secret to Ufologists, and their origins lie in the
first years of peace following the end of World War Two. However, space research was not
their original purpose, for the post-war rise of European Communism and the threat of
nuclear war saw these bases turned into nuclear weapon development centers, as a
protective measure against the spread of Communist aggression.
Nuclear weapon scientists and their immediate families entered these [still-growing]
underground worlds which include towns and inter-connecting road and rail services with other
centers which go deep into the earth today.
However, during the mid-1960s there was a great change, when the United States suddenly
and mysteriously changed the purpose of most of these centers [which today contain untold
thousands of inhabitants], which instead of developing nuclear weapons, turned to the development
of a super-advanced space travel research.
This sudden shift involved a knowledge of space craft development and space exploration
which can only be called a super-science which is literally “out of this world”, and that is exactly
where it came from!
To put it simply the United States military, and NASA in particular, some time ago by some
means had contact with the scientists of a race of beings much like ourselves who inhabit an Earthlike planet beyond our galaxy, and who continue to provide knowledge to the scientists of our
underground world. This ‘super-science’ has led to Top Secret Space travel, and it is claimed,
meetings in the United States between space-travelling Scientists of this super-civilisation and
American space researchers.
In return for this knowledge the US military security continues to release denials of ET
contacts in the media. Thus, unbeknown to the public at large, worldwide, space craft Have been
developed and secret flights to the Moon and Mars are rumored to take place, with bases already
long established on those bodies, from where deeper space explorations are being made!
An example of Earth-based underground research and flight centers is found in the Gilroy’s
book “Blue Mountains Triangle – Secret Underground Australian/American Bases and the
ET Connection” [URU Publications 2009], in which we show how American security above ground
on the Blue Mountains for this mighty complex involves a strong secret CIA, FBI etc presence, not
to mention our own Australian Government/Military security people, such as ASIO watches over the
Blue Mountains, and ‘secret security’ of the Burragorang Valley in particular, with surveillance
extending to ‘troublesome’ and ‘nosey’ people like Rex and Heather Gilroy and their assistants, who
are determined to uncover every base in Australia!
We have recently returned from a trip to Victoria, during which we spent time at Hanging
Rock and Pyramid Hill. Our visit to Hanging Rock, situated in the Woodend district, 76 kilometres
north-west of Melbourne, gave us the opportunity to photograph an area rich in UFO activity, for
‘saucer’-type craft have been claimed seen to visit the volcanic mount at night, to hover above it for a
short time before flying away at great speed. It is believed these craft are fueled by electro-magnetic
power and this granite formation is rich in it.
Similarly, Pyramid Hill, which lies south of the Murray River and south of Cohuna, has been
the locale of mystery lights and ‘saucers’, if not other strange craft, which have hovered over this
natural granite formation as if drawing electro-magnetic energy from it. Sightings by locals have
occurred at night and early mornings.
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On our way home we drove through the Hay Plains, a notorious region for UFO encounters
day and night for generations. There has long been talk among locals of UFOs seen to descend into,
or fly out of roughly north-east of Ballarat and a couple of locations in the Victorian Alps. Indeed,
from Pyramid Hill and Rochester northward into the NSW Hay Plains and as far northward as
Hillston varying reports indicate UFOs, often of the ‘saucer’ shape, but also others such as
cylindrical and triangular shapes, have been claimed seen in broad daylight to fly high above the
wide open landscape. Accounts of property owners which claim that these craft originate from an
underground complex located “somewhere south-east of Hay” as one local once told me, are taken
seriously by our “National Underground Space Base Investigation Network”.
******
In the Great Dividing Range country north of Cooktown so many alien space craft have been
reported to us that it is suspected that, somewhere out in those vast jungles which camouflage it,
there lies a large underground space Base. The Gilroys have contacts up that way and we plan a field
investigation in an effort to locate it.
Yet the vast Blue Mountains complex with its ‘nerve center’ in the depths of Jamieson Valley
south of Katoomba, continues to attract our attention, for this center is linked with others that have
grown from it since the 1950s, in the ACT region, Goulburn through to The vast Wollondilly,
Kanangra and Burragorang network. And north from there, linked by the same road/rail system is the
growing Wollomi National Park ‘underland’. The fact is that the Australian network of bases
between the Australian Capital Territory, and Blue Mountains northward to Wollemi and the New
England District beyond, is the largest underground space research and launching complex
worldwide!
National Parks and Wild Life rangers and officials remain tight-lipped about UFO landings in
the Kanangra, Cowra and Bathurst Plains and Blackheath [Blue Mountains] Areas, in which traces of
circular craft were involved. In one case two large ‘saucers’ have left remains of their joint landing in
a densely forested area outside Blackheath. Although this incident can be traced back at least 30
years, why are so many sightings of this description continuing to occur here? And something
mysterious continues to happen on and off in the Grose Valley east of Blackheath.
These happenings are undoubtedly not news to our Australian, and also American military
security people. That this enormous secret is guarded by them from prying eyes, and surely involves
the mystery disappearances of people who have learnt what is going on in those bases [the
Burragorang complex goes down over 100 levels it is believed!], is more than enough to suggest that
a joint American-Australian space travel technology continues to be developed, probably under ET
guidance, deep below the Blue Mountains; where towns and cities containing millions of people, are
linked from over a vast area by road and rail tunnels [read “Blue Mountains Triangle”].
We cannot be imagining what we have seen in the Burragorang Valley depths at night, where
over recent years out on Kings Tableland Heather and I, and members of our Blue Mountains UFO
Research Club have witnessed the emergings and landings of glowing craft, in a particular gully area
where a super science technology places six openings to the complex on a ‘Time Window’ ‘shield
which puts that area on a past-time dimension, thus protecting the exact location of these flight bases.
To explain all this in more detail is not possible here. I happen to possess information on the
entrances but am not divulging these facts. Those who want to learn the full story can, however,
purchase the Gilroy’s popular book on the Blue Mountains UFO mystery, “Blue Mountains
Triangle – Secret Underground Australian / American Bases and the ET Connection” [URU
Publications 2007].
-0-
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Rex & Heather Gilroy on a recent Skywatch.
Photo copyright ©Rex Gilroy 2018.

The Burragorang Valley secret underground Australian/American space technology research
centre, copied from a map provided by a former government employee to the late Don Boyd, former
editor of “Psychic Australian” magazine in 1980. Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.
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The Burragorang Valley looking west, as seen from McMahon’s Lookout,
Kings Tableland, Wentworth Falls. The Australian/US underground
secret space technology base lies beyond the Lake Burragorang
[Warragamba Dam] backwaters. Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018. The Wollemi National Park, inland from the
Putty Road. In the area shown in this photo,
saucer and other mystery craft have been
seen to emerge from the valley depths or else
descend into them by campers who have
penetrated deep into this wilderness. In July
1960 three campers witnessed an orangeglowing object descend from the clouds late
one night and explode behind hills. The
following morning a helicopter bearing US
Army insignia flew over the men’s camp,
followed quickly by two Australian Army
helicopters, to disappear behind the hills of
the crash scene. When they later enquired by
phone at Richmond RAAF Base, they were
simply told that a “small meteorite had
crashed in a valley”!
Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.

Computerised illustration of a Wollemi camouflaged underground
spacecraft launching base. An artificial surface opens and closes to
allow take-offs and re-entries. This is the same type of launching facility
as is in operation in the Burragorang Valley.
Artwork copyright © by Andrew Leese 2018.
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A computerised illustration of what one of the underground city
complexes may look like. A roadway and tube tunnel for bullet trains
enters a huge tunnel that connects with other cities and towns. Note
high-rise city buildings and clouds formed by the creation of an
artificial atmosphere. Within these daylight-lit underground cities and
towns thousands of people live with every imaginable modern
convenience, parks, cinemas, sports and other recreational pastimes.
Some boast artificial watercourses for fishing and swimming, parks and
gardens etc. This vast underground ‘empire’ has its own currency and
businesses, mining its own raw materials, all being ruled by a
mysterious leader whose identity remains unknown above ground!
Artwork copyright © Andrew Leese 2018.

The Burragorang Valley, looking
south from the far end of Narrow
Neck Plateau. The area behind the
long ridge extending from the west
[ie from the right of the picture] is
the frequent location of mysterious
“light shows” and other UFO
activity.
Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy
2018.

Close-up of the long ridge,
from behind which mystery
flying craft have been seen to
descend into, or emerge from,
the Australian/US secret
space technology research
base, buried deep within
Burragorang Valley.
Photo copyright © Rex
Gilroy 2018.
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The Three Sisters rock
formation overlooking the
Jamieson Valley, with Mt
Solitary beyond. For
generations many UFOs
have been seen from the
clifftop lookouts
overlooking this valley.
Photo copyright © Rex
Gilroy 2018.

Mt Solitary figures prominently in
Blue Mountains UFO reports. Here
mysterious objects have been seen
moving or hovering over this monolith
both day and night by local residents
and tourists flocking to Echo Point
Lookout.
Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.

Mt Solitary and the
Jamieson Valley with
Kedumba Valley beyond,
as seen from Narrow Neck
Plateau.
Photo copyright © Rex
Gilroy 2018.
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The “Ruined Castle” rock
formation, which rises up between
Jamieson Valley on its eastern, and
Cedar/Burragorang Valleys on its
western sides, is the scene of
continuing UFO and related
phenomena activity.
Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.

The “Phantom light square”
phenomenon often coincides with
the appearances of glowing light
objects seen to fly up from the
Australian/US secret weapons/space
technology base area, as observed
by Rex Gilroy on Monday night
2/3/2000 at 9.40pm.
Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy
2018.

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.

The “Phantom light square”, a
large area of glowing lights in
square formation, often seen at
a particular area on the far
southern side of Burragorang
Valley. Recently another such
‘light square’ has begun
appearing in an area
southwest of Ruined Castle.
Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy
2018
.
About 6.30pm, Thursday night
10/8/2000, Rex Gilroy observed this
orange-glowing ‘saucer’ craft flying
at a moderate speed from behind Mt
Solitary over Ruined Castle to
disappear behind the first arm of
Narrow Neck Plateau, after which
the lights of the “Phantom light
square” appeared at 7pm, glowing
for 5 minutes before ‘switching off’.
Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy
2018.

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.

Sketch copyright © Rex Gilroy 2018.
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Cedar Valley with
Burragorang Valley beyond.
Photo copyright © Rex Gilroy
2018.

During September-October 1993,
a large saucer-type craft was
claimed seen by a number of
people coasting high over
Kedumba and Jamieson Valleys,
around dawn on several
occasions, shining gold in the
dawn light. It was observed
around 6.30am on the 10th
October to fly from south to
north over the gully between
Leura and Katoomba Townships
and seen heading north by
people near Leura Cascades.
Photo and artwork copyright ©
Rex Gilroy 2018.

This huge glowing object descended from the clouds at sunset, Saturday 2nd March 1996. It was seen by many people
flying over Valley Heights coming from the southeast at high speed. Many people observed its shape to be saucer-like,
and that it changed flight angles as it flew over Bullaburra, adopting a vertical position as it descended on its
approach to Kings Tableland south of Wentworth Falls township. Here it slowed down, to be met by a military
helicopter [barely seen to right of UFO], which escorted it across Burragorang Valley, where it descended into the
Australian/American ‘base’ area. This photo was taken by Mr Frank Beale as the craft flew over Kings Tableland. The
‘official’ RAAF explanation to the many eyewitness phone calls? The object was nothing more than a “large
meteorite”. Obviously this was a passenger-carrying meteorite! Photo courtesy Frank Beale.
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SOME UFO REPORTS GLEANED
FROM THE INTERNET

NB. These reports are presented for your perusal, information and enjoyment
and whilst all care is taken with their presentation no responsibility for their
authenticity is taken by the editor. Please exercise your own judgement.
Location. Near Norwich, England
Date: November 20 1989 Time: 2230
An anonymous woman telephone RAF Wattisham in Suffolk in a state of distress to describe an
encounter she had the previous night. The woman told the operator at the base that the incident
happened as she was walking her dog on a sports field close to her home. She was approached by a
man with a “Scandinavian type accent” who was dressed in a light brown garment like a flying suit.
The man asked her if she was aware of stories about large circular flattened areas appearing in fields
of wheat, and then went on to explain that he was from another planet similar to Earth, and that the
circles had been caused by others like him who had travelled to Earth. The man said the purpose of
their visits was friendly but they were told not to have contact with humans for fear that they would
be considered a threat. The woman said she was “completely terrified” and after about 10 minutes
the man left. As she ran home she head a “loud buzzing noise” behind her and turned to see a large
glowing orange-white spherical object rising vertically from behind trees.
HC addendum
Source: Sarah Knapton in: The Telegraph---London England UK
-0-

Alien abduction: 45 years after alleged UFO encounter,
Mississippi man breaks his silence
On October 11, 1973, Calvin Parker, Jr and Charles Hickson reported being abducted by aliens in
Pascagoula, Mississippi. Decades later, in a rare interview with the Associated Press, Parker breaks
his silence and stands by his story. (Oct. 11) AP

(Photo: File/AP)
It was an event he has been reluctant to speak about, yet it shaped much of his life. Calvin Parker,
now of Moss Point, along with friend Charles Hickson, claimed they were abducted by aliens while
11
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fishing on the Pascagoula River and now Parker has written a book he hopes will set the record
straight.
"Pascagoula — The Closest Encounter, My Story" was recently published. It contains the first full
account of the event given by Parker along with how it affected his life. It includes photos,
documents and newspaper articles written through the years. It also marks the first time a
transcription of a hypnosis session with Parker has been published.
Parker hopes it will clear the air.
"It was Oct. 11, 1973," Parker said. "We'd gotten off work that day and a friend of mine, he and I
went fishing.
"The old abandoned shipyard; they had a little pier out front and we were on that pier. I'm going to
guess it was about six o'clock in the evening. It had just started getting dark, but it was kind of a
bright moon."
Parker said he noticed blue light reflecting off the water and his initial thought was law enforcement
officers had arrived to tell the two fishermen they needed to leave the property. However, when
Parker looked up, he realized the light was coming from a craft like nothing he'd ever seen.
"A big light came out of the clouds," Parker said. "It was a blinding light.
"It was hard to tell with the lights so bright, but it looked like it was shaped like a football. I would
say, just estimating, (it was) about 80-foot. (It made) very little sound. It was just a hissing noise."
Then the situation became more surreal. Parker said three legless creatures floated from the craft.
One had no neck with gray wrinkled skin. Another had a neck and appeared more feminine. Parker
described their hands as being shaped like mittens or crab claws.
When one of the creatures put one of its claws around his arm, Parker said he was terrified, but then
another feeling came over his body.
"I think they injected us with something to calm us down," Parker said. "I was kind of numb and
went along with the program."
Parker said the creatures floated he and Hickson into the craft and performed physical examinations
on the two. Then they were taken back to the bank of the river.

Calvin Parker's new book is the first full public account he's given of his claim that he and a friend
were abducted by aliens while fishing on the Pascagoula River in 1973. (Photo: Special to Clarion
Ledger)
Parker said he didn't want to tell anyone what happened, but Hickson convinced him otherwise. The
two contacted Keesler Air Force Base, but were told they should call local authorities. So, they
contacted the Jackson County Sheriff's Office.
According to Parker, the two passed sobriety tests as well as polygraph tests. Parker said he also
passed a voice stress test.
The ordeal seemed like it was over, but for Parker, it was just beginning. The news spread worldwide
and according to news reports, Hickson didn't shy away from the attention. Parker, on the other hand,
didn't want it. In the years that followed, he said he changed jobs and relocated to other towns when
people realized who he was. It was just something he didn't want to discuss.
"I've been going through this 45 years this October," Parker said. "I never talked about it or wanted
to talk about it.
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"I have very few friends, but they're true friends. They never asked about it and I never talked about
it. My family never talks about it."
After decades of largely not discussing the event, Parker began to change his mind after attending a
funeral where he came into contact with people he'd not seen in many years and he felt they focused
more attention on him than the deceased.
"I signed the registry at the funeral and people recognized the name," Parker said. "Out of respect for
the family, I just left. My wife told me on the way home, 'You need to write about it.'"
Parker considered what happened at the funeral, the years of speculation about what happened that
night on the river, and his health. He eventually agreed.
"I felt like everyone deserved an explanation," Parker said. "Everyone has an expiration date and I
wanted to get this out there before I die.
"I've had some near-death experiences and I'm in bad health. I just wanted to do it."

In this Oct. 9, 2013 file photo, Calvin Parker, Jr., poses for a photograph at his home in Moss Point,
Miss. Parker and fellow Mississippian Charles Hickson were allegedly abducted by aliens on Oct.
11,1973, on the banks of the Pascagoula River in Pascagoula Miss. The incident made headlines,
sparked UFO sightings nationwide and became one of the most widely examined cases on
record. (Photo: File/AP)
For Parker, the book is likely a weight lifted off his shoulders. For friends, family and others
interested in his side of the story, it should be enlightening. However, Parker said there are some
questions that may never be answered.
"I catch myself going fishing at night and look up and wonder where they came from and how far did
they travel and why they had to get me."
Parker's book can be found at Amazon.com.
-0-
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The Filer Research Institute feels the scientific study of UFOs is for the benefit of
humankind and is an important endeavor. The US Air Force investigated UFOs publicly for
more than twenty years under Project Blue Book; and I continue this advanced research. I
believe the God of the universe has spread life throughout the cosmos and UFO’s are
visiting us in ever-increasing numbers.

The 4000 year old Beauty of Loulan of China

Loulan was discovered in 1980, but it was 3800 years ago that she died in China on the trade route
known as the Silk Road. The natural dryness and salty soil preserved her and over two hundred other
mummies, who had lived in settlements along the trade route. The mummy has been called the
Loulan Beauty because of her amazingly preserved stately facial features that have remained quite
beautiful even in death.
The Chinese government has been reluctant to allow full access to the mummies because of their
Caucasian identity. The Tarim mummies look more European than Asian and may be descendants of
the original inhabitants of the area, possibly alien, and not later arrivals, as Chinese history claims.
Victor Mair, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania, was instrumental in getting access to
these mummies’ genetic samples in 1993. Their findings revealed that the mummies are indeed
European but they probably migrated from the Siberian region. Mainstream historians have always
had the concept that early people were not world travelers when in fact most evidence points to just
the opposite. Loulan’s people are clearly of Caucasian descent and their grave goods suggest that
they were probably merchants of textiles.
The settlements along the Silk Road might very well have been meeting points where merchants
from the west traded their goods for goods from the east. Pliny the Elder described the traders from
this area as tall with flaxen hair and blue eyes. Loulan herself lived to be about 40 to 45. One of the
mummies, the Yingpan Man, was six feet six inches tall and wore a red tunic with gold embroidery.
He also wore a gold foil burial mask.
She probably died from lung disease and was buried in well-made woven clothing. Some of the
mummies are actually wearing plaid patterned loomed cloth. Many of the mummies are tattooed like
modern tattooing and one female has crescent moons and ovals tattooed on her face. A male mummy
known as the Chrechen Man has sun tattoos on his temples, although the tattoos could represent
UFOs. It is known that the ancient people rode horses, used chariots and had at least some medical
knowledge.
The Chinese government did allow further testing in 2007 and 2009 and the findings supported the
Siberian connection as well as suggesting the mixing of people from Mesopotamia, the Indus Valley,
Europe and other unknown sources. Thanks to Margaret Moose.
Note: I suggest the unknown sources were extraterrestrial.
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Almost 200 pyramids ten thousand years old are found in China near other Caucasian blonds and red
heads.
Everything you can imagine we already know how to do, but these technologies are so locked up in
black projects it would take an act of God to ever get them out to benefit humanity – Ben Rich,
Former CEO of Lockheed Martin Skunk Works
We are on the trail of a mystery here. And while we may never hope to fathom the plans of the
Creator we should be able to.

General MacArthur Unite Against Aliens

General Douglas MacArthur, former Five Star General of the Army met with Achille Lauro the
Mayor of Naples, at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York in 1955..
MacArthur Greets Mayor of Naples
Lauro Quotes MacArthur as Saying Wars Between Nations Are Now Obsolete
Mayor Achille Lauro of Naples, which was badly damaged in World War II, called on General of the
Army Douglas MacArthur yesterday and received the general’s cheering opinion that war between
countries on this earth was probably obsolete.
However, war between the planets may replace it, in the general’s opinion, Mayor Lauro reported
afterward in the (New York Times, Oct 8, 1955.)
Later In a speech MacArthur made at West Point in 1962: he stated,
“We deal now, not with things of this world alone, but with the illimitable distances and as yet
unfathomed mysteries of the universe. We are reaching out for a new and boundless frontier. We
speak in strange terms of harnessing the cosmic energy, of making winds and tides work for us, of
creating unheard of synthetic materials to supplement or even replace our old standard basics; to
purify sea water for our drink; of mining ocean floors for new fields of wealth and food; of disease
preventatives to expand life into the hundreds of years; of controlling the weather for a more
equitable distribution of heat and cold, of rain and shine; of spaceships to the moon; of the primary
target in war, no longer limited to the armed forces of an enemy, but instead to include his civil
populations; of ultimate conflict between a united human race and the sinister forces of some
other planetary galaxy; of such dreams and fantasies as to make life the most exciting of all
times.”
These two statements were apparently combined into:
“Because of the developments of science, all the countries on earth will have to unite to survive
and to make a common front against attack by people from other planets. The politics of the future
15
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will be cosmic, or interplanetary.” http://msgboard.snopes.com/cgibin/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=print_topic;f=101;t=000372
IPU Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit
Researcher Tim Cooper writes; It is my understanding from what Cantwheel told me that the
Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit (IPU) was a unit in Army CIC before WW II that was proposed by
General McArthur and established by a classified general order from General Marshall sometime in
1942 after an investigation of the March 1942 Los Angeles UFO air raid incident. In the frantic
weeks that followed the Pearl Harbor attack, many Americans believed that enemy raids on the
continental United States were imminent. On the West Coast, inexperienced pilots and radar men had
mistaken fishing boats, logs and even whales for Japanese warships and submarines. Just a few days
later on February 23, 1942, a Japanese submarine surfaced off the coast of Santa Barbara, California,
and hurled over a dozen artillery shells at an oil field and refinery. While the attack inflicted no
casualties and caused only minor damage, it marked the first time that the mainland United States
had been bombed during World War II.
The day after the oil field raid, paranoia and itchy trigger fingers combined to produce one of the
most unusual home front incidents of the war. It began on the evening of February 24, 1942, when
naval intelligence instructed units on the California coast to steel themselves for a potential Japanese
attack.

(Credit: Bettmann/Getty Images)
All remained calm for the next few hours, but shortly after 2 a.m. on February 25, military radar
picked up what appeared to be an enemy contact some 120 miles west of Los Angeles. Air raid sirens
sounded and a citywide blackout was put into effect. Within minutes, troops had manned anti-aircraft
guns and begun sweeping the skies with searchlights.
It was just after 3 a.m. when the shooting started. Following reports of an unidentified object in the
skies, troops in Santa Monica unleashed a barrage of anti-aircraft and .50 caliber machine gun fire.
Before long, many of the city’s other coastal defense weapons had joined in. “Powerful searchlights
from countless stations stabbed the sky with brilliant probing fingers,” the Los Angeles Times wrote,
“while anti-aircraft batteries dotted the heavens with beautiful, if sinister, orange bursts of shrapnel.”
Chaos reigned over the next several minutes. It appeared that Los Angeles was under attack, yet
many of those who looked skyward saw nothing but smoke and the glare of backpack fire. Some
people claimed to see disc shaped saucers in the air with exploding shells seeming to hit some sort of
defensive shell around the craft. “Imagination could have easily disclosed many shapes in the sky in
the midst of that weird symphony of noise and color.
For others, however, the threat appeared to be very real. Reports poured in from across the city
describing Japanese aircraft flying in formation, bombs falling and enemy
World War II-era anti-aircraft spotlights.
There was even a claim of a Japanese plane crash landing or the downing of flying saucers.
Allegedly one crashed in the ocean and was later recovered by the Navy.
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While the Army also got a crashed UFO of its own.
Charles Patrick later wrote in a letter. “I could see six planes, and shells were bursting all around
them.” The barrage eventually continued for over an hour. By the time a final “all-clear” order was
given later that morning, Los Angeles’ artillery batteries had pumped over 1,400 rounds of antiaircraft ammunition into the sky.
Secretary of War Henry Stimson echoed Army brass in saying that at least 15 planes had buzzed the
city.
General Marshall established by a classified general order sometime in 1942 the Interplanetary
Phenomenon Unit (IPU after an investigation of the March 1942 Los Angeles UFO air raid incident.
Thousands of military personnel and civilians who claimed to have seen aircraft in the skies over
L.A. According to an editorial in the New York Times, some eyewitnesses had spied “a big floating
object resembling a balloon,” while others had spotted anywhere from one craft to several dozen. “
Japanese military later claimed it had never flown aircraft over the city during World War II,
providing fuel for a host of theories involving visits by flying saucers and extraterrestrials.
During the war years the Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit (IPU) composed of several investigative
teams were created to investigate the progress of the German atomic bomb

program and the alleged German flying saucer program. The IPU reported directly to headquarters
G-2 Intelligence.
Back in 1992, Robert Collins filed a FOIA request to INSCOM at Ft. Mead and received a 500-plus
page package of Army CIC files on flying saucers in August 1996. More recently, NARA located the
USAFOSI UFO files for all their districts and I gave this info to Ryan Wood who has received
microfilm rolls of these files.
If the Department of the Army is correct, the IPU files are in there. If the IPU was created in 1942 as
Cantwheel claims, then there had to have been incidents as far back as 1939 or 1940 to warrant an
investigative unit in CIC. It is noteworthy to mention here that the State Department had received
well over 800 reports from military Attaché’s during the 1946 UFO wave over Europe and is
possible that the IPU got those reports. I have some reports from CIC in Europe that date to May
1947 and some reference CIC investigations in Germany shortly after Germany’s surrender. We have
yet to see these. There were several projects. One was called MESA and another called HARASS.
Project PAPERCLIP under a cover project called FIAT is mentioned in these CIC files. It would
appear that the Army was investigating the UFO phenomena long before official Air Force
investigations began in June 1947. Thanks to Robert Collins, https://www.history.com/news/worldwar-iis-bizarre-battle-of-los-angeles
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General MacArthur and Admiral Mountbatten had knowledge of classified military involvement in
the UFO issue has Allied Commanders in the Pacific during the Second World War. MacArthur was
allegedly involved in the creation of an Interplanetary Phenomenon Unit (IPU) after the 1942 Los
Angeles Air Raid involving UFOs. The IPU’s existence was eventually confirmed by Army
responses to FOIA requests in 1984. Given MacArthur’s alleged role in the IPU, he was aware of
official military records concerning UFOs. This contributed to his belief that extraterrestrials formed
a national security threat that could unify the countries of the world.
Supreme Allied Commanders Mountbatten and MacArthur
Editor’s Note: It is interesting that two of the Supreme Allied Commanders of World War II went to
their newspaper contacts to warn the public about the reality of UFOs and they may provide a threat
to the nations of Earth. Strong rumors indicate they both saw crashed saucers and their occupants in
the Pacific. One allegedly landed on Admiral Mountbatten’s estate in England. Prince Phillip assured
me he and his Uncle had strong interest in UFOs.
http://www.majesticdocuments.com/documents/pre1948.php

Admiral Mountbatten
His biography states, “What do you think about flying saucers?” He asked his daughter Patricia in a
1948 letter. He had been discussing the phenomena with his trusted close friend Peter Murphy.
“They were both convinced that they come from another planet but we mutually and independently
came to the conclusion that they were not aeroplanes with silly almost human pilots but are
themselves the actual inhabitants: Martians, Venusians, Jupiterians or what have you. Why should
life in another planet with entirely different conditions in any way resemble life on our planet? Their
inhabitants might be ‘gaseous’ or circular or very large. They certainly don’t breathe, they may not
have to eat, and I doubt if they have babies– bits of their great discs may break away and grow into a
new creature. The fact they can hover and accelerate from the Earth’s gravity again and even resolve
around a V2 in America (as reported by their head scientist) shows they are far ahead of us. If they
really come over in a big way that may settle the capitalist communist war. If the human race wishes
to survive they may have to band together.” Page 493 & 494 “Mountbatten” by Phillip Ziegler.
-018
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Dinosaurs Only a Few Thousand Year old

This stunning discovery by a published scientist of over 30 years would be the envy of most
professional paleontologists and the pride of any university associated with it except for one. What
he found is an inconvenient truth for the evolution theory.
World Net Daily reported that a team of attorneys is jumping to the defense of a scientist who was
fired after making the stunning discovery of soft tissue attached to a triceratops This undermined the
belief that dinosaurs roamed earth no less than 60 million years ago and supported the Christian
belief that dinosaurs were here only thousands of years ago. The Pacific Justice Institute said its case
on behalf of Mark Armitage alleges that a university official where Mark Armitage worked shouted
at him, “We are not going to tolerate your religion in this department!” The suit against California
State University Northridge, filed recently in
Los Angeles County Superior Court against the board of trustees, alleges discrimination.
“Terminating an employee because of their religious views is completely inappropriate and illegal,”
said Brad Dacus, PJI “But doing so in an attempt to silence scientific speech at a public university is
even more alarming.

ABOUT THE DISCOVERY of Soft Tissue
Armitage was at a dig in the Hell Creek formation in Montana in 2012 when he came up with “the
largest triceratops horn ever unearthed at the” Later, while examining the specimen under a highpowered microscope at CSUN, he discovered the soft tissue. The discovery stunned members of the
scientific community because it indicates that dinosaurs roamed the earth only thousands of years in
the past rather than going extinct 60 million years ago. Armitage was then dismissed. He is in the
Microscopy Society of America, the Southern California Academy of Sciences and the American
Society of Parasitologists.
School officials previously had described him as “tops.” “He has patience, great expertise and
practices great ” But his discovery of the soft tissue, which according to most scientific perspectives
should have completely decayed millions of years ago, sent a shock wave through the department
where he worked.
In the light of examples such as this, the phrase ‘Alternative Science’ seems less a contradiction in
terms and more a harbinger of something that professional science is likely to see more and more of
in
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A short while ago I reported on a colossal cover-up which should concern all of When you also
consider the fact that many other dinosaur bones (and other things that are supposed to be millions of
years old) are dated as only being 22,000-41,000 years old, you have to at least conclude that there is
something wrong somewhere. Either the carbon-14 dating system is not as robust as some want to
believe, or the fossils are not as old as some want to believe. Dr Armitage has won $500,000 from
the University for firing him and has now located more soft tissue on dinosaurs. I find it ridiculously
hypocritical that evolution proponents go on to slam Mark Armitage for calling it what it obviously
was while knee-jerk lawsuits shunt the court system striking down anyone, specifically any
Christian, for so much as mumbling opposition to the hulking will of legalist atheists. The court’s
judgement counts as a win for the God of creation.
-0-

PLEASE NOTE:
THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD ON 15TH SEPTEMBER, 2018
SAME TIME, SAME PLACE.
Our previous meeting was a success with a number of new people and we look forward to seeing
you at our next one. There should be some good Skywatches ahead of us up here at Katoomba
weather permitting. Meanwhile, there is a lot happening ‘up there’ at present so –
Until our next meeting –Keep safe and

Watch the Skies!
Rex and Heather
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